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1. Introduction
Automatic text summarization is an area of natural language processing (NLP) research with
great potential for a wide array of applications. As Mani (2001) discusses, summarization is an
integral process throughout everyday human activities. From the generation of automatic
summaries of news articles (e.g., Radev, Blair-Goldensohn, Zhang, and Raghavan 2001) or legal
documents (cf., Moens 2000) to short stories (Kazantseva and Szpakowitz 2006) and product
reviews (e.g., Dave, Lawrence, and Pennock 2003), automatic text summarization projects have
made major advances in recent years and further improvements have a number of useful realworld applications. However, with a few notable exceptions (e.g., Murray, Renals, Carletta, and
Moore 2006, Zhu and Penn 2006), NLP researchers have not focused on summarizing transcripts
of speech or non-formal genres of writing (although Minkov, Wang, and Cohen 2005, for
example, examined named entity recognition in emails). Natural conversation, and spoken data
like interviews and telephone recordings, open up an array of interesting questions and
challenges for summarization processes. For example, there are a number of important questions
for automatic summarization that involve what I’ll label ‘the multiple voice problem’: How do
you summarize a multiple-speaker interaction? And, how can that summary best be presented
and whose ‘voice’ is favored?
This paper discusses the creation of an automatic summarization feature for the software
of the North Carolina Sociolinguistic Archive and Analysis Project (NCSLAAP), a larger project
seeking to enhance the usability, accessibility, and preservation of sociolinguistic interview data
Kendall 2006). This paper does not seek to solve ‘the multiple voice problem’. Instead, it
evaluates this first attempt at multiple-speaker, transcript summarization for NCSLAAP by
measuring the automatically generated summaries of a transcript against a human-generated
gold-standard. It also discusses areas for improvement for this tool and for the automatic
summarization of speech data more generally. A successful tool for the NCSLAAP system
would greatly aid in more substantive investigations into both NLP-related questions (like ‘the
multiple voice problem’) and also discourse structure questions (e.g., who controls topic choice
in conversation?).
2. The North Carolina Sociolinguistic Archive and Analysis Project
The North Carolina Sociolinguistic Archive and Analysis Project (NCSLAAP) is a research and
preservation initiative being conducted by the North Carolina Language and Life Project
(NCLLP) with support from the North Carolina State University Libraries. The NCLLP is a
sociolinguistic research initiative at North Carolina State University with one of the largest audio
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collections of sociolinguistic data on Southern American English in the world. The collection
consists of over 1,500 interviews conducted from the late 1960s to the present, most on analog
cassette tape, but some in formats ranging from reel-to-reel tape to digital audio and video.
While one of the major goals of NCSLAAP is to preserve the NCLLP’s recordings through
digitization, it additionally provides a fertile testing ground for exploring new computerenhanced techniques for sociolinguistic analysis and for experimenting in the storage and
presentation of linguistic data (Kendall 2006).
One of NCSLAAP’s principal theoretical and methodological interventions is its
modeling, storage, and presentation of transcript data (Kendall forthcoming). NCSLAAP
transcripts are comprised of databased units of text, temporally aligned to the audio that they
represent. Transcript ‘lines’ are entries in a database table with line breaks corresponding to the
boundaries between speech and silence on the part of each speaker in the interaction. For more
information about NCSLAAP, visit the website at http://ncslaap.lib.ncsu.edu/.
3. Recent Work in Text Summarization
Eduard Hovy, in his contribution to The Oxford Handbook of Computational Linguistics (2003),
provides a thorough overview of work in text summarization over the last couple of decades. He
describes the apparent consensus in the literature that there exist three stages in the automatic
summarization of text: (1) Topic identification, (2) Interpretation, and (3) Summary generation.1
The first stage, that of topic identification, is the area with most active research (and the most
success). Many approaches have been undertaken to identify the topics in a text. Hovy (2003:
585-88) reviews a number of these, such as ‘positional criteria’ (i.e., using headings and titles to
obtain important information) and ‘word and phrase frequency criteria’ (using the notion that
“unusual” frequencies of words help identify important sentences). Topic identification could
also be accomplished by conducting named entity recognition and co-reference identification,
assuming that high frequency referents are likely to be topically important.
Hovy (2003: 588-9) describes the second stage, interpretation, as an area left for future
work. Interpretation involves the reformulating of the identified topic(s) in new terms that aren’t
simply extracted from the source text. For computer-generated interpretation schemes to be
successful, knowledge about particular domains will need to be modeled or, better yet, “the
problem of domain knowledge acquisition … will have to be solved” (Hovy 2003: 589).
Summary generation, the final phase, consists of the production of summaries through NLP
processes that are human-readable, coherent, and grammatical. Most summaries are simply
extracts – copy/pastes from the source document. A more robust summarization system would
include the generation of new text. Work in this area – like for the second phase, interpretation –
requires first improvements in other NLP domains (like natural language generation; cf. Bateman
and Zock 2003)
4. Toward the Automatic Summarization of Transcripts
Transcripts of natural spoken language provide different challenges for NLP tools than most
written genres. Unlike the formal texts that most NLP researchers focus on, conversational
speech is not comprised of ‘grammatical’ sentences – as illustrated in excerpt (i).
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(i)

Interviewee: so back in the um [pause 0.38 ] the late fifties
early s- [pause 0.22 ] early to mid sixty [pause 0.45 ] that's
when the factories start' to hiring [pause 0.29 ] blacks [pause
0.61 ] and when the factories start hiring blacks then a lot of
the blacks started leaving the farms because you're talking about
[pause 0.39 ] working on the farm making four to six dollars a day
[pause 0.49 ] as opposed to coming up here [pause 0.31 ] making
what- the minimum wage at that time was about three dollars
twenty-five cent an hour [pause 0.12 ] so they were making three
twenty-five an hour [pause 0.51 ] so they started giving up the
farm and moving up here in Princeville and East Tarboro.
Interviewer: okay [pause 0.25 ] and what- about what time period
was that?

One approach to dealing with the ‘disfluencies’ and fragmentary nature of speech via NLP
technologies is to regularize the transcription text by ‘smoothing over the text’, that is, removing
features such as false starts and hesitation markers. However, recent investigations (e.g., Zhu
and Penn 2006) have found that speech disfluencies, like filled pauses (i.e., uh or um), help
identify where topic-specific keywords may occur2. Additionally, Murray et al. found that
“informative utterances will tend to be longer than others” (2006: 368) and this assumption can
be useful for generating summaries of transcripts.
Despite some sophisticated ideas in the literature regarding factors that may be beneficial
for summarizing speech data, a summarizer based primarily on the extraction of transcript lines
with high frequency n-grams filtered through a stopword list appears to be a good approach for
the first attempt focused on here. Minimizing the complexity of the first-draft implementation
will make it easier to assess the benefits of adding modules or extra factor weights. Even though
it is clear that combining methods often has benefits for summarizing algorithms (Hovy 2003),
future work will have to address improvements that can be made by adding modules, such as
examining the locations, quantities, and even durations of other speech-related features.
5. Implementing a Frequency-Based Extractor and Summarizer
For this project, I have implemented a very basic frequency-based summarizer for NCSLAAP
using the summarizer available from the TAPoR project3 as a model. As shown in Figure 1, this
tool is now available to (a limited set of) users through the NCSLAAP page that presents all of
the available transcripts.
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Figure 1: Transcript Overview page in NCSLAAP with summarizer link circled.
Keyword or key phrase lists are built using high frequency n-grams and summaries are generated
by extracting the transcript lines with two or more of the ten most frequently occurring words or
phrases. Users can also select the keywords and see concordances from within the transcripts.
Figures 2 and 3 present screenshots from the summarizer in NCSLAAP for illustration.

Figure 2: Transcript Summarization page in NCSLAAP showing lines with frequent bigrams.
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Figure 3: Transcript Summarization page in NCSLAAP showing a concordance for “New
Holland” in one transcript.
The basic algorithm works by:
1. Using Regular Expressions on each transcript line to:
a. Strip special transcription coding, such as text enclosed in /slashes/ which indicate
areas of unsure transcription or <angle brackets> which indicate non-linguistic
noises like laughter or coughing.
b. Tokenize the remaining text.
2. Counting all occurrences of all word tokens, bigrams, or trigrams (depending on the
user setting) filtered by a custom stopword list developed for high frequency ‘spoken
language’ tokens (e.g., “uh” and “like”).
3. Generating a list of all transcript lines for each word, bigram, or trigram that appears
in the transcript.
4. Sorting the list by frequency and presenting it to the user with an ordered list of
transcript lines that contain two or more of the (ten) most frequent words or phrases
along with the option to see a concordance list for a user-selectable word or phrase.
One of the most interesting aspects of the implementation, I believe, is the stopword list.
The commonly used Glasgow Stop Word List4 was developed for formal genres like news
reports and, for obvious reasons, is not appropriate for spoken conversation. I have implemented
the stopword list for the NCSLAAP summarizer as a function that checks a given token against a
4
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customized list of stopwords. The current list of stopwords is included in Appendix A5. One
deviation from a straightforward stopword implementation is that the summarizer only ignores
articles (‘the’, ‘a’, and ‘an’) when they are the right-most word in the n-gram (so all word-level
n-grams, or 1-grams, ignore articles). This prevents many noun chunks (like “the farm” and “a
night club”) from being ignored and seems necessary in order to prevent the summarizer from
over-ignoring potentially important collocations6.
6. Evaluating the Summarizer
In order to test of the success of the putative NCSLAAP summarization feature, I selected one of
the mid-length transcripts from the NCSLAAP archive. This transcript was selected somewhat
randomly, but fulfilled some basic criteria – primarily, it was a transcript that I was familiar with
and therefore felt confident about its accuracy. I also felt that it was relatively representative of
the archive’s transcripts overall.7
Determining the best evaluation metric for the summarizer was not a straightforward
task. Using an assessment metric that expected the resultant summaries to be grammatical and
coherent, such as that used in the Document Understanding Conferences8, would be unrealistic
when the source data are often not strictly ‘grammatical’. Instead, in order to assess the general
performance of the simple n-gram based frequency summarizer implemented here, I have
manually tagged each line of the test transcript according to the topic it relates to9. It is
important to note that, like many gold-standard creation processes, determining the topic for each
transcript line was often a difficult task. A number of the lines (25% in fact) are tagged as
“Discourse Related” and not counted toward any particular topic. This “Discourse Related” tag
is sort of a catch-all for non-topic lines. Lines were tagged as “Discourse Related” if they acted
to maintain the dialogue (e.g., back-channeling like “uh-huh” or question answering such as
“right” or “yeah”), if they framed the discussion (e.g., “and I want to learn … more about that”),
or even if their purpose (or realization) was unclear (e.g., “fo-”). Lines that were comprised
entirely of filled pauses were counted simply as “Filled Pause” (and make up 3% of the
transcript). The actual topics discussed in the transcript range from the establishment of the town
of Princeville to the historical change from a farming and share-cropping economy for the local
African Americans to an industrial, factory-based economy, to finally, a long discussion of
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religion and the individual churches that exist in the area. The breakdowns by tag for the goldstandard are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Tag distribution in the gold-standard (out of 439 non-blank lines10)
Topic
# Lines
% of Total Lines
Religion
148
33.7
Life (food, gardening, lifestyle, …)
61
13.9
Farming (share-cropping & slavery)
38
8.7
Factories
31
7.1
Princeville’s Establishment
13
3.0
The Flood
11
2.5
Business
10
2.3
School
4
0.9
*
Discourse Related
110
25.1
Filled Pause*
13
3.0
*
“Discourse Related” and “Filled Pause” are considered non-topical.

% of Lines w/ Topic
46.8
19.3
12.0
9.8
4.1
3.5
3.2
1.3
-

To obtain a quantitative measure of the summarizer’s success (or, rather, as we’re about
to see, failure), I then ran the summarizer on the test transcript for each of the developed n-grams
settings (word-level, bigrams, and trigrams). The generated summaries are included as
Appendices B, C, and D. Since trigrams are less commonly occurring in the transcript and the
short line-lengths (in terms of words-per-line) make the co-occurrence of multiple trigrams in the
same line extremely rare, the trigram setting did not generate a summary and therefore the
quantitative evaluation discussed below is only based on the word-level and bigram generated
summaries. Each line included in the summary was then given the same topic tag that it had in
the gold-standard and the proportion of occurrence for each topic was then computed for both the
word-level and bigram generated summaries. The breakdowns by topic are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Lines by topic for the gold-standard, the word-level summary, and the bigram summary
Topic

Lines w/ Topic
Word-level Summary Bigram Summary
#
(% of Total) #
(% of Total)
#
(% of Total)
*
11*
LINE TOTALS: 316
16
7
Religion
148
(46.8)
9
(56.3)
Life
61
(19.3)
1
(14.3)
Farming
38
(12.0)
Factories
31
(9.8)
7
(43.8)
5
(71.4)
Princeville’s Establishment 13
(4.1)
The Flood
11
(3.5)
Business
10
(3.2)
School
4
(1.3)
*
Serendipitously, the word-level summary and the bigram-based summary were 5% and 2% summaries
of the (316) total lines with topics, respectively.
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As we can clearly see from Table 2, the summaries are missing a number of topics tagged
in the gold-standard. This is not altogether surprising, especially when we consider the length of
the summaries. We could not expect the 7 line bigram-based summary to fully represent the
topics in the complete transcript. The gold-standard has 8 topics (and, in fact, a number of subtopics) and these cannot be represented by only 7 lines (a 2% summary). Further, even the 16line summary (a 5% summary) would be hard pressed to accurately hit on all of the topics and
convey their weights (i.e., proportions of occurrence).
Nonetheless, it’s clear that the summarizer as implemented here has some substantial
problems. The word-based summary successfully, at least, captures the importance of religion in
the transcript (which accounted for almost half of the topical lines and a full third of the
utterances overall!). However, bigrams fail to identify this important focus. Examining the
bigram-based summary (Appendix C), we immediately note that the main co-occurring bigrams
are ‘started hiring’ and ‘hiring blacks’ – which actually overlap as a trigram. This ‘false
collocation of bigrams’ (as I might call it), it could be argued, overly selects utterances since it’s
really just selecting a number of utterances with a certain trigram and not two independent
bigrams. This is no doubt an important set of terms in the interview, but a more sophisticated
algorithm is clearly needed that would combine or refine the n-gram based frequency method.
7. Discussion and Future Directions
On a surface-level, it appeared that the basic frequency-based approach as implemented here
generated useful and meaningful summaries. However, as we saw with unfortunate clarity in
Table 2 and the above discussion, the automatically generated summaries are missing some
significant information and can clearly use some refinement. One problem that immediately
comes to mind as an area for future improvement is the size of the summaries. Forcing the
algorithm to reach some sort of threshold size might aid in the breadth of the resultant
summaries. As we saw above, 2% and 5% summaries weren’t large enough to capture all of the
topics covered in the transcribed interview. Perhaps a 20% compression would do a better job.
This would, of course, necessitate a different line selection method than is currently
implemented.
As mentioned above, combining summarization methods normally outperforms the
implementation of any one summarization technique. The nature of transcription text –
especially as implemented in NCSLAAP – opens up a number of potential approaches that could
improve the success of an automated method. One area for future improvement of the
summarizer would be to examine utterance length (i.e., temporal length and/or word count) as an
indicator of important information. Again, longer utterances may be indicative of a speaker’s
level of involvement in the discourse and this might further correlate with the centrality of the
utterance to whatever the current topic is (Murray et al. 2006). The implementation thus far also
disregards word-case for the generation of frequencies, but another method that may improve the
algorithm would be to weigh upper-case words (in non-utterance initial position) more heavily
(Kupiec, Pedersen, and Chen 1995 [1999]). NCSLAAP’s sophisticated phonetic analysis
features will also need to be considered as potentially beneficial for summarization. For
example, NCSLAAP can automatically measure speech features beyond utterance duration and
words per utterance (mentioned above). The software can capture syllable counts and rates
(syllables per second) for utterances, pause duration, and even pitch information for utterances.
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Any (or all) of these features might correlate with topically important information. Future
improvements to the summarization algorithm will need consider these, and other, features.
In the long run, perhaps ‘the multiple voice problem’ won’t be such a problem for NLP
after all. Spoken conversation may, in fact, prove easier to summarize than formal, written
genres. As a number of researchers have indicated, embracing the character of spoken language
data may be more effective for NLP applications like summarization than attempting to smooth
them over and coerce transcripts of speech into something more like a written genre.
8. Closing Remarks
In closing, unaddressed in this paper is the fact that the NCSLAAP summarizer is really not an
‘automatic’ summarizer at all. Instead, it does something more along the lines of what Mani
(2001: 5) describes as “Human Assisted Machine Summarization” or what I have been calling
‘semi-automatic’ summarization. In fact, one of the major tenets behind NCSLAAP is the
intention to build tools to assist users in the analysis of linguistic data, not replace them.
Through the existing implementation, users can quickly identify high frequency words and
phrases and review the individual occurrences of these linguistic units. They can also search the
rest of the transcribed archive for the same term or phrase. In other words, the summarizer
feature now allows users a new way to look at and explore transcript information and, as a
consequence, the speech data overall. It may not (yet) provide a comprehensive summary of
each transcript but it is hope that it can, nonetheless, lead to other beneficial applications.
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APPENDIX A: Stopword List
about, above across, after, afterwards, again, against, all, almost, alone, along, already, also,
although, always, am, among, amount, and, another, any, anyhow, anyone, anything, anyway,
anywhere, are, around, as, at, back, be, became, because, become, becomes, becoming, been,
before, behind, being, below, beside, besides, between, beyond, both, bottom, but, by, call, can,
cannot, cant, could, couldnt, do, done, down, during, each, either, enough, even, ever, every,
everyone, everything, everywhere, except, few, first, for, found, from, full, further, get, give, go,
had, has, hasnt, have, he, her, here, hers, herself, him, himself, his, how, however, i, if, in, into, is,
it, its, itself, last, least, less, made, many, may, me, might, mine, more, most, mostly, move,
much, must, my, myself, name, neither, never, next, no, nobody, none, noone, nor, not, nothing,
now, nowhere, of, off, often, on, once, one, only, onto, or, other, others, otherwise, our, ours,
ourselves, out, over, own, part, perhaps, please, put, rather, same, see, seem, seemed, seeming,
seems, serious, several, she, should, show, side, since, so, some, somehow, someone, something,
sometime, sometimes, somewhere, still, such, take, than, that, their, them, themselves, then, there,
these, they, this, those, though, through, throughout, thru, thus, to, together, too, top, toward,
towards, un, under, until, up, upon, us, very, was, we, well, were, what, whatever, when, where,
whether, which, while, who, whoever, whole, whom, whose, why, will, with, within, without,
would, yet, you, your, yours, yourself, yourselves, um, uh, oh, just, yeah, yea, it's, got, lot, like,
know, mm, hmm, right, okay, yes, good, uh-huh, 'em, can't, couldn't, didn't, there's, goes, does,
hasn't, i'm, wasn't, weren't, an', i'd, did, don't, i've, that's, o', 'o, k, mm-hmm, huh, mhm, ah
the, a, an (only excluded when right-most in the n-gram)
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APPENDIX B: Word-level summary of the test transcript (screenshot from NCSLAAP)
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APPENDIX C: Bigram-based summary of the test transcript (screenshot from NCSLAAP)
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APPENDIX D: Trigram-based summary of the test transcript (screenshot from
NCSLAAP)
Showing the concordance for the trigram “started hiring blacks” since no summary lines
were selected.
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